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Abstract: Emerging smart mobility concepts suggest solutions for more effective and environmentally
friendly transportation. Given their importance in enabling smart mobility, road infrastructure
networks have received limited attention. Questions concerning the development of various isolated
smart mobility solutions dominate the discourse, including only a few detached and unaligned
implications towards road infrastructure provision. As a result, the development, operation, and
functionality of road infrastructure networks are remarkably unchanged, and the deployment of
smart mobility solutions remains tentative. The objective of this study was to investigate how road
infrastructure must adapt to facilitate a smart mobility transition, not for a single solution but as a
socio-technical system transition. As no compiled knowledge for this objective exists, a systematic
literature review was performed to consolidate and inductively analyse the literature on smart
mobility solutions. Based on the results, implications for road infrastructure provision were identified,
and as a path forward, a conceptual model for the digital transformation of road infrastructure is
presented. By using smart mobility as the antecedent for changes in road infrastructure provision,
this paper contributes to an increased understanding of user-driven, industrial transformations and
advances the current product/project view on digitalisation in infrastructure provision with broader
value implications. The main contributions of this study are concrete pathways for road infrastructure
provision that support smart mobility.

Keywords: smart mobility; road infrastructure; digital technology; digital transformation; systematic
literature review

1. Introduction

In recent years, policymakers, practitioners, and scholars have postulated the demand
for a smart mobility transition. While the existing transport system brings many benefits
to the users, it also has an enormous environmental, financial, and social impact. These
include Co2 emissions, pollution, the loss of biodiversity, accidents, congestion, the alloca-
tion of limited financial resources, and car dependency. Smart mobility describes a new
way to operate and organise transport systems, which is supposed to be cleaner, safer, and
more efficient [1]. The concept of smart mobility includes a wide range of technologies and
solutions that are already emerging or are the subject of R&D efforts. The key principles
of smart mobility are flexibility, integration, and social accessibility, whereas the most
prominent solutions are (semi-)autonomous vehicles and the shift from car ownership
towards an interoperable package of on-demand mobility services [1]. Smart mobility
uses advanced information and communication technology as well as digital technolo-
gies in combination with physical infrastructure [2]. Adapting the road infrastructure is
pointed out as a priority for the smart mobility transition [3], and a discussion on how
to synergise road infrastructure with the demands of connected vehicles is ongoing [4–7].
Road infrastructure is a labour- and capital-intensive, (quasi-)public, and highly localised
sector characterised by large physical assets, long planning periods, and lifecycles of up to
100 years after investment. These sectors are hard to change [8]. As a complicating factor,
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the construction industry delivering road infrastructure, having a reputation for being
conservative and fragmented, struggles to adopt new technologies at scale and benefit
from digital transformation [9–11]. So far, little is known about the consolidated demands
and expectations of the variety of smart mobility solutions towards road infrastructure
provision and the ability of the sector to embrace them.

The smart mobility transition will translate into changes in road infrastructure func-
tionality and how it is provided [12]. Neglecting these changes may hamper desired
transformations in transportation and omits the possibility of overcoming digitalisation
and sustainability shortcomings in the road infrastructure sector. The objective of this study
is to investigate how road infrastructure must adapt to facilitate a smart mobility transition,
not for a single solution but as a socio-technical system. This study aims to investigate the
implications of smart mobility for road infrastructure provision by better understanding
the commonalities of smart mobility solutions and their possibilities but also shortcomings.
The method of a systematic literature review is chosen with a threefold purpose: (1) to
provide insights into the smart mobility transition; (2) to discuss how, if, and why these
insights are useful for road infrastructure provision; and (3) to develop a conceptual model
on the relationship of smart mobility transition and road infrastructure provision.

During the systematic literature review process, a sample of 56 smart mobility frame-
works, concepts, and solutions was carefully selected and analysed in depth. Digital
technologies were pointed out as the underlying enabler for smart mobility and used as the
main selection criteria. As a result, pathways and related benefits for road infrastructure
provision were synthesised and critically discussed. As a path forward, the concept of socio-
technical transitions, a useful and common starting point for exploring the smart mobility
transition [1], was applied to develop a model for adapting the value creation path in road
infrastructure towards smart mobility demands. In doing so, this study follows a broad
research agenda on how to make road transport more sustainable and efficient [13–16].
Linking two until-now widely separated research streams, road transportation and in-
frastructure provision, practitioners and policymakers can use this study as a source of
knowledge to realise their efforts in putting road transport and construction on track for
the future. The construction sector is guided to persist meaningfully by creating infrastruc-
ture that supports changing transport demands and expectations and, by this, building
competitive advantages at organisational and industrial levels [11,17,18]. The study further
contributes to management research with a practical application of a user-driven, industrial
transformation through changes in value creation paths [19–21].

The paper is structured as follows: first, a conceptual foundation including smart mo-
bility, digital technologies/digital transformation, and digitalisation in road infrastructure
is presented; this is followed by an outline of the research method before the results are
presented; finally, the implications are discussed and a model for the digital transformation
of road infrastructure is suggested.

2. Conceptual Foundation
2.1. Smart Mobility

Transport is a fundamental societal function [22] and a prerequisite for welfare services
and national competitiveness and growth. Historically, the mass adoption of self-owned,
fossil-fuel-powered motor vehicles and their use-value has depended on expansive physical
road infrastructure systems [1,23]. Road transportation is undergoing a continuous trans-
formation [24,25], and in line with the global trends in digitalisation, road transportation is
supposed to change dramatically due to the widespread use of digital technologies [1,26].

As a direct response to increasing traffic accidents, congestion, and the environmental
and social challenges associated with road transportation, frameworks for deploying in-
telligent transport systems (ITSs) in road transport were released over a decade ago [27].
ITSs integrate telecommunications, electronics, and information technologies with trans-
port engineering to plan, operate, maintain, and manage transport systems. Despite the
wide availability of ITS solutions, their implementation is lacking, as traffic accidents and
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congestion persist, and the environmental impact of the road transport sector remains
considerable, including a substantial contribution to CO2 emissions [28,29]. Overall, the
sector appears to be resistant to a broader ITS deployment, possibly because ITSs represent
purely technical solutions with limited attention to organisational implications and real-life
practices in the sector [27,30,31].

The most dominant image of smart mobility describes the combination of a smart
transition, which denotes the transition from active human intervention using dumb tech-
nologies towards human interaction with intelligent and connected technologies [32], and a
mobility transformation, which denotes the transition from car dependency to personalised
services on demand [1]. Smart mobility incorporates a wide range of modes of transporta-
tion, i.e., scooters, bicycles, buses, trains, subways, cars, taxis, (semi-)autonomous vehicles,
and walking. Smart mobility articulates a new paradigm for road transportation and is
supposed to describe not only technical innovations but introduce a wider socio-technical
and economic transition [1]. The dominant optimistic practitioner rhetoric proclaims smart
mobility as a holistic and revolutionary way that society’s transport demands can be satis-
fied [33]. Even though publications have increased massively during the last ten years and
some key elements and principals can be defined, there is little consolidated knowledge
on the broader implications beyond a single concept/solution, and it appears diffuse how
road infrastructure, pointed out as a critical enabler for smart mobility, has to adapt to a
variety of solutions and concepts, not only technical but also organisational. The academic
literature has not yet sufficiently answered this question. Related works may see smart
mobility as more than one solution [1], but their focus is on the governance of the whole
system, not on the infrastructure implications. Others describe infrastructure implications
but only those that are “technical” and from the perspective of a single function [5,7].

2.2. Digital Technologies and Digital Transformation

Significant developments in information, communication, and connectivity technolo-
gies have unleashed the potential for new and disruptive digital technologies [34]. The
literature primarily uses the term “digital technologies” to refer to technologies such as
the internet of things (IoT), big data, platforms, and blockchain [34–37]. Smart mobility
concepts and solutions extensively depend on digital technologies [2]. To encompass the
profound changes brought by digital technologies, digital transformation (DT) has emerged
as an essential phenomenon in the information system and management literature [37–40].
DT describes changes at the system and organisational level due to the reconstruction
of organisations, economies, institutions, and societies as a result of two developments:
the conversion of physical products into a data format and the digitalisation of business
models and processes [41]. However, this transformation does not affect all organisations
and sectors equally. Some organisations face challenges in handling the opportunities and
risks of DT [38,39]; for others, new digital technologies present an existential threat [36].
Sectors with a linear series of activities and well-established incumbents, such as road
infrastructure construction, are likely to be challenged by young digital companies that
bear no resemblance to existing structures and processes [8]. Product-oriented sectors are
facing a pressing need to incorporate services and digital products as part of their core
offerings [42]. This makes digital transformation an adequate concept for developing a
framework for road infrastructure transformation.

2.3. Digitalisation in Road Infrastructure Provision

In the management and information system literature, the distinction between digitali-
sation and the emerging phenomenon of digital transformation appears to be related to the
introduction of digital technologies [37,38,43–45]. The construction management literature
adopts a limited view of digitalisation and digital technology implementation, focusing
on potentially improved efficiency in production processes and project delivery inside the
construction industry supply chain [20]. Recent publications have started a discourse on the
value implication of digitalisation in construction and changes in user demands, behaviour,
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and expectations due to the use of digital technologies, both inside the industry and on the
demand/user side [19–21]. The research agenda for digitalisation in construction ignores
problems with real-life practices and does not articulate the possibilities of using digital
technology to accommodate better exchanges with the user/consumer or to develop new
value-creation paths [20].

Generally, the digitalisation concepts and frameworks used for road infrastructure
were developed in other sectors or for a broader scope [46,47]. Digital transformation has
slightly emerged in road infrastructure research related to increasingly adopting digital
technologies in BIM (building information modelling) applications [48,49].

For [23], road transportation is trapped in a self-reinforcing cycle of induced demand
that generates more physical road construction, i.e., traffic growth and congestion provoke
the provision of more road infrastructure. The increasing concern about global warming [50]
has renewed attention towards road transportation and the road infrastructure construction
sector’s responsibilities, shortcomings, and desired transformations. Advanced knowledge
about the social and technical system of smart mobility and the demands and implications
towards road infrastructure development is crucial in this situation.

3. Method and Data

This paper adopts an inductive approach to review the knowledge of smart mobil-
ity concepts. As adapted from grounded theory methodology [51], the rigorous process
of defining a systematic literature review (SLR) aids in setting the scope of the review,
searching, selecting, coding, and analysing the literature sample and presenting find-
ings [52]. The SLR ensures transparency and replicability in the iterative process of using
existing smart mobility knowledge to understand the changing demand side and its influ-
ence/opportunities for road infrastructure provision.

As a first step, boundaries were drawn to determine the scope of the review. This
includes the choice of sources (databases and search terms) and multiple inclusion and ex-
clusion criteria. To understand what the existing knowledge on smart mobility covers and
offers, several queries were run against different online databases. To remain consistent,
the most relevant digital technologies [34,36,37] were added as keywords to the search term
(see Figure 1). The initial search indicated that the topic is of high interest in both research
and practitioner-oriented outlets. Smart mobility is also used to acquire the audience’s
attention, utilising it as a buzzword. To focus the effort on selecting all potentially signif-
icant literature while ensuring quality research, Web of Science and Scopus were chosen
as relevant databases, and the following inclusion criteria were defined: (1) peer-reviewed
articles/reviews, (2) available in the English language and (3) the search terms need to appear
in the topic, abstract, or keywords. Refining through an in-depth review and full-text analysis,
the sample was further narrowed down, filtering out literature in which the search terms were
used in the wrong way (e.g., “political platform” instead of “digital platform”), used as one of
many different applications (e.g., that the solution is primarily developed for “smart health”),
and purely technical literature (for example, ICT hardware components). See Figure 1 on the
SLR adoption and the SLR process.
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The analysis was divided into two parts—descriptive and thematic analyses [53].
Descriptive information was gathered by collecting several data points for each part of the
literature sample. A word frequency analysis for statistics-based text interpretation and
a qualitative content analysis for category-oriented text interpretation [54] were equally
applied in the thematic analysis. During the iterative process of coding, creating nodes
and relationships, and aggregating the findings, a profound knowledge basis about smart
mobility was created. The coding process of the thematic analysis was performed through
open, axial, and selective coding [55,56]. Open coding was performed by carefully interro-
gating each publication’s overall topic, findings, and contribution (first-order categories).
This technique was also applied to reveal relationships between the sources. During axial
coding, the nodes created in the open coding were refined and consolidated into higher
categories based on their meanings (second-order categories). The highest level of abstrac-
tion was achieved during selective coding. The categories and relationships were further
refined, compared, integrated, and grouped using this technique.

In line with the holistic approach of the smart mobility transition and the purpose
of exploring both technical and organisational implications, a socio-technical system per-
spective [57] was adopted to guide and group the thematic analysis. Technical systems
include goods, services, hardware/software facilities, and tasks/work [58], and related liter-
ature can provide insights into the technical infrastructure in smart mobility environments.
Social systems include structures, behaviours, organisations, and cognitive and social pro-
cesses [58], and analysing the literature on social systems can illuminate the systemic and
organisational context in which road infrastructure is used in smart mobility environments.

For the thematic analysis, the software package NVIVO12 was used. Higher-level
categories inevitably become quite general and can hide the richness of the underlying
evidence they help to organise [38]. Using a rigour-analysing tool allows an iterative and
traceable process of aggregating upwards and downwards.

A complete list of the literature reviewed can be obtained in Supplementary Materials.

4. Analysis and Results

The analysis was guided by the research objective of finding the implications of the
smart mobility transition for road infrastructure provision. The descriptive analysis was
executed to capture the degree of maturation of both the research field and its concepts
and solutions. A thematic analysis was executed to capture and aggregate relevant topics
and their overlaps/implications towards road infrastructure. The results, synthesised
into implication pathways and a critical discussion on their practicality, were used to
guide iterative sensemaking processes for building a conceptual model for the digital
transformation of road infrastructure.

Figure 2 shows a summary of both the predefined descriptive and the evolved the-
matic topics of the analysis, where a parent node aggregates several child nodes from a
lower level of the analysing hierarchy. For the thematic analysis, Figure 2 shows only the
highest level of aggregation, whereas all the lower coding references towards a parent node
are accessible/traceable in the analysing tool. As an example, the child node “organisa-
tion” (see Figure 2) has emerged through the axial coding process, representing “mobility
ecosystems” and “business model innovation”, which have emerged during open coding,
as a parent node.

4.1. Descriptive Analysis

Each article in the sample was initially associated with predefined descriptive elements.
Statistics related to these elements show smart mobility as a novel and fast-growing research
topic, with [1] covering the governance of smart mobility as the most influential publication.
The authorship and research fields are widely distributed. The areas of research are
predominately technical (engineering, transportation, computer science) (see Figure 3),
whereas multidisciplinary journals on sustainability and the environment are the most
prominent outlet category. The methodological approaches were coded to understand
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whether the source was either studying an existing phenomenon empirically or proposing
new frameworks and solutions conceptionally. Both methods were equally represented.
As the conceptual sources regularly include a “proof of concept”, a purely theoretical
exploration was rare. Figure 3 shows selected results from the descriptive analysis. In
Figure 2, all topics of the descriptive analysis are displayed.
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Digital technologies were used to link smart mobility with the concept of digital
transformation while scoping the literature review. Consequently, multiple text searches
and frequency queries were run to explore their appearances and relevance. Most of the
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literature on smart mobility solutions was sampled because the “internet of things” (IoT)
appears as the primary digital technology used. The IoT describes connected physical
objects that exchange data with other devices or systems. The IoT contributes to smart
parking, smart charging, smart traffic control, smart routing, and smart road-lighting. It
is proposed that the use of the IoT will increase further, as new applications are under
development [59]. The literature also discusses challenges in handling an IoT flood and
the discrimination of objects in the IoT [60]. Related to the infrastructure, roadside units
(RSU) are placed to collect data and analyse them for traffic management [61] or vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) communication [6,62] and for automated and connected driving.

The complete text analysis revealed that “digital platforms”, used in 46 of the 56 articles,
are even more vital, as they appear as the underlying middleware for several digital
technologies. As IoT implementations describe the technical, connecting physical objects,
platforms describe businesses, connecting/including (previously unlinked) producers and
consumers to solve a defined business problem or service demand. Smart mobility plat-
forms can integrate several types of data (e.g., traffic data, behavioural data, open data).
Regarding road infrastructure, these data include information about traffic congestion and
flow, driving behaviour, accidents, road conditions, maintenance, local weather condi-
tions, pollution, or special events. In the literature, platforms are mainly used to operate
and maintain different kinds of vehicle fleets/transport modes and integrate them into a
mobility service for the end user [63,64].

Additionally, “big data” are found to be essential. In all phases of smart mobility,
users and “things” generate and access a massive amount of data. Static, historical data are
not the main source for smart mobility solutions; they must cope with big data volume,
variety, and veracity [65,66]. Once data are available and stored, “data analytics” can
be used [65]. Data analytics and the upcoming blockchain technology used to render
information transactions more secure and transparent [16,67] were seldom mentioned in
the literature.

Besides the digital technologies used to scope the SLR, [68] summarises six enabling
technologies that can facilitate the smooth adoption of smart mobility, whereof five are digital
(IoT, blockchain, big data, artificial intelligence, geospatial technology, and clean energy).

4.2. Thematic Analysis
4.2.1. Technical System

The smart mobility literature argues for improved transport systems without large
physical infrastructure investments by leveraging digital technologies [69,70]. Smart mo-
bility is characterised by a wide range of technology deployments and aims to make all
(existing) transportation modes equally accessible for citizens [71]. To achieve this, both
infrastructure and vehicles are undergoing essential changes.

Measured by occupancy in the literature sample and by changes that are either ongoing
or subject to significant R&D efforts, the electrification of vehicle fleets is a vital component
of the smart mobility transition [1]. Driven by challenges to reduce CO2 emissions, the
electrification of the transport system is a major goal for policymakers and the industry.
In this context, the literature presents solutions for intelligent charging [72] and, even
more, the management of overall electricity consumption (savings) and how to combine
social networks, transport systems, and the power grid through IoT [73,74]. Satisfying the
sustainability demand in smart mobility, a vehicle fleet using batteries can also be part of
the electricity storage solutions for adopting widespread renewable energy production [1].

Besides the transition towards electric (battery) power, another vehicle-related transi-
tion is part of the literature—automated (AVs) and connected vehicles (CVs). AVs/CVs
are described as a crucial part of smart mobility [62] and were designed to face the 90%
human error rate that causes traffic accidents [75]. Meanwhile, various other benefits can
be connected to AVs/CVs such as reduced congestion, vehicle emissions, traffic delays,
and the improvement of people’s accessibility [75–78]. In AVs, there is a differentiation
between assisted driving, semi-automated driving, highly automated driving, and fully
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automated driving. It is expected that, in 2040, 30% of vehicles will have one of these
functionalities [75]. As one article explores this topic related to possible door-to-door
transportation by autonomous flying cars [79], the majority of this literature treats dig-
ital infrastructure that allows vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communication and systems that can process this data and information [6,61,80]. Road
safety issues and the possibility of performing other tasks while driving are the main
purposes for these developments. Related literature on AV/CV solutions and their use of
IoT sensing infrastructure already indicate implications for road infrastructure planning
and engineering [4,7]. The installation of road site units and their connectivity (5G, LIDAR)
must be assured [6,62,74,81].

Although the literature on both electrification and automated driving is widely concep-
tual, it may add a missing but crucial supplement. The solutions described in the literature
are not related directly to the vehicle but facilitate that electrification and automatisation
can be scaled and implemented in the transport system thanks to the existence of digital
infrastructure, a large volume of mobility data, and the use of digital technologies [75].

Increasingly intelligent infrastructure is a key enabler for smart mobility [1]. By ac-
quiring data from users and “things”, intelligent infrastructure also provides information
to optimise transport system performance and influence travel choices and behaviour. To
capture data, sensors detect conditions, events, or changes in the road infrastructure or
its environment. These sensors can be installed on the roadway, vehicles, or individuals.
The extensive deployment of sensors and communication units is considered crucial in
the literature, as mentioned in 48 of the 56 papers, but relies on adopting digital system
architecture and components in the road infrastructure. Regardless of the sensor technology
or the purpose of data collection, communication interfaces that support data transfers
need to be established to achieve connectivity between the sensing devices and the data
users [6,62]. According to [82], wireless communication is a fundamental driver of smart
mobility concepts. Wireless sensor network technologies provide both the means of com-
munication and the corresponding infrastructure. To obtain and integrate information
from sensors and provide aggregated and intelligent views of raw data, the development
of integration platforms is needed [83]. The literature frequently implicitly assumes that
data are real-time, openly available, of good quality, and consumable. However, accessing
data from anywhere, anytime, is challenging, and limited data accessibility can prevent the
thorough mining of blossoming smart mobility initiatives [66]. The literature sample has
little evidence on how the enormous demand for data (captured and transferred through
sensors and connectivity devices) can be organised, not technically but organisationally.
Figure 4 illustrates the steps that ensure a flow of data/information form-sensing at the
infrastructure level towards data/information usage in the broader transport system.
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Another range of digital technology used in smart mobility literature is transport
operations. Transport operation in smart mobility refers to systems for improving traffic
quality, safety, and congestion [61]. Intelligent total transportation management systems
use the IoT to integrate different vehicles and transport solutions with the infrastructure
to solve traffic optimisation problems [84]. The authors of [85] analyse the theoretical and
methodological foundations of smart logistic systems in practice to optimise future traffic
flow management in the context of limited resources and a sharing economy.

Digital technologies in smart mobility also question the underlying principles of
conventional transport planning, such as modelling approaches based on statistically
forecasting traffic and single-mode transportation. Changes in vehicle technology and nav-
igation solutions question travel-time minimisation through additional road infrastructure
construction in favour of reasonable travel time with increased reliability [75,82]. Another
study [86] presented a new platform-based planning tool to cope with the multimodal
nature of future transport networks and the need for the flexible simulation of innovative
transportation services, such as on-demand services. Putting people in the focus of trans-
port planning instead of the vehicle is a major principle in transport planning for smart
mobility [66].

For transport operations and transport planning solutions, the most conceptual research
needs to be empirically tested, and the results obtained in the studies must be validated.

4.2.2. Social System

Through a systematic literature review, the authors of [61] examine the solutions
available for traffic congestion and associated problems. More intelligent transport sys-
tems, both infrastructure-based and vehicle-based, were found to be the most suitable
solution. These solutions are mainly concerned with those who interact directly with
transport systems (e.g., operators and users) and are less focused on pursuing broader
societal goals [61]. Definitions tend to agree that the concept of smart mobility involves
technological components (such as vehicle electrification and intelligent infrastructure) but
also goes beyond technology, as it is also concerned with improving sustainability goals,
whether these are environmental, economic, or socially related [87].

All concepts and solutions described in the literature demand a certain degree of
behavioural change from the transport user. Car dependency is recognised as the major
obstacle to the smart mobility transition. Reducing car dependency increases the likelihood
of changes to mobility services [88,89]. The literature offers multiple solutions such as
ride-hailing [90], mobility-as-a-service (MaaS) [91], multimodal services [83], shared mobil-
ity [87], public transport [70], carpooling [81], mobility on demand [82], velomobility [92],
and integrated systems that allow travellers to plan, book, and pay for trips through a
single online interface [93]. This transition from a modal-centric towards a user-centric
transport system is much more prominent in the literature than the earlier-mentioned
transition of vehicles or infrastructure. It clearly includes the most empirical studies of all
topics. These mobility services do not appear or are scalable without related changes to
the technical system. Preferences in road space allocation and provision, transport mode
inequality during transport planning, and the omitted provision of necessary data and
information through the lack of intelligent infrastructure [1,60] can be directly linked to the
success of mobility services.

Using digital technologies enables the outspread provision of mobility services, accel-
erating the transition from vehicle “ownership” to “usership”. Digital platforms, the IoT,
and intensive big data processing bring together transport users and transport providers,
in real time, on demand. The negative externalities related to car dependency, such as
congestion, accidents, environmental issues, social exclusion, and obesity, which many
states struggle to manage effectively, are exchanged for benefits in road safety and lower
transport costs because the capital stock of the mobility system, primarily infrastructure,
and vehicles, will be used much more efficiently [1,80]. Based on the empirical findings, the
literature argues that behavioural changes require basic user acceptance of new mobility
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solutions at the technological, economic, and social levels [89,94]. Here, the literature
provides solutions to increase this acceptance by offering more integrated and user-friendly
solutions and rewarding systems.

A vital topic defining the smart mobility transition in the literature sample is decision-
making and service development based on user-centred information. The solutions range
from holistic frameworks (data-marked architectures) on data gathering, aggregation,
reasoning, data analytics, access, and service delivery [64,65,67,95] to optimising decision-
making for people’s mobility choices [66], increased user-friendliness/service quality of
the transport system [70,96], and smart mobility simulation and planning based on user
participation [86,97]. User-centred and user-generated information is a major lead for more
effective use of the existing infrastructure and estimation of future transport demands.

Concerning the organisational context, smart mobility concepts and solutions require
cooperation between various actors and stakeholders. Hence, beyond digital technologies,
a business ecosystem of multiple firms, organisations, and stakeholders collaborate to
enable smart mobility [98]. The literature sample includes empirical [96] and conceptual
studies [98], describing transportation ecosystems that integrate previously isolated sectors
and stakeholders. These new ecosystems include transport infrastructure, transportation
services, transport information, and financing/payment services involving the pre-journey,
journey, and post-journey phases. These works adopt a broader system definition and
include and integrate various data sources. New stakeholders from different sectors, indus-
tries, and time phases of the journey are added to the system, such as power grid developers
for electrification [74], pedestrians and cyclists [60], and IT architecture and application
developers [64,67,80,98]. According to [99], local citizens should also be involved at various
levels and times through, for example, active involvement in the development of routes,
stops, and bus schedules and in mobility planning processes [89,100].

Participating in this ecosystem requires changes to traditional business models and
the public–private allocation of tasks [1]. It appears challenging to collect, integrate, and
share data under existing business models, but the literature predicts possible new business
models and different kinds of public–private partnerships. Empirical papers on this topic
argue that the benefits would include new profitable markets and business models for
businesses and renewed opportunities for the public sector as innovative service concepts
and cooperation emerge [82]. To realise flexible, on-demand mobility solutions, the authors
of [82] claim that, in the long run, public agencies may need to rethink their roles and
consider opportunities for public–private partnerships and service agreements by changing
focus from operating a particular transport mode towards integrated, intermodal, end-to-
end mobility solutions.

Critical success factors in a business ecosystem are productivity, robustness, and the
ability to create niches and opportunities for new firms [63]. Different ecosystem levels are
defined in the literature. From a micro perspective, ecosystems can operate and maintain the
vehicle fleet for mobility as a service [63]. On a macro level, an integrated smart mobility
ecosystem contains real-time information systems, smart surveillance and road safety,
automated toll collection, intelligent traffic management, and predictive road maintenance.
Continuous monitoring and data collection combined with machine learning and artificial
intelligence concepts enable predictive road maintenance in smart mobility [68].

The literature shows that digital platforms are critical in this context, as they provide
the infrastructure for an ecosystem and facilitate resource integration and service devel-
opment [63]. These platforms enable connections between previously unlinked demand-
and supply-side market participants and facilitate their data exchange [8]. In addition,
platforms are a crucial component of “servicing” the existing transport system. For decades,
many organisations obtained competitive advantages through servitisation [101], by adding
services to a product or replacing the product with a (digital) service. The participants in the
smart mobility ecosystems rely on digital platforms, including users, suppliers, producers,
and customers belonging to both public and private organisations. Platforms are intended
to create knowledge from captured data and use this knowledge in (co-)value-creation
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processes. The integrative aspect of digital platforms is particularly relevant for aligning
and stabilising the diversity of stakeholders, innovations, and technologies.

The sharing economy, particularly the sharing of cars, is evolving as a sustainable
business model that promotes the value proposition of sharing over owning to reduce
overall consumption and the use of resources. Competition between platforms can decrease
costs for services and weaken a lock-in effect, which will have implications for public sector
participation [66]. To govern these challenges, the authors of [1] propose that policies
should promote open interfaces and data transferability, and the public sector should be
aware of monopoly positions by single-platform owners.

Highlighting opportunities and challenges related to the smart mobility transition,
the literature includes reviews on the trends [68] and definitions of the overall system
transformation [3]. Besides an almost exclusively technologically positive viewpoint, the
literature sporadically expounds on the problems of an “Internet of too many things” [59]
or industry’s economic interest in technology deployment [1]. On the other hand, [102]
summarises the main benefits empirically, which also can be found as the predominant
reasons for developing the respective smart mobility solution: environmental, economic,
and social sustainability as well as health and security issues. As infrastructure is named as
one part of the smart mobility transition, optimising the sustainability of the whole system
may need to be preferred before optimising sustainability in only one part—in this case,
road infrastructure provision.

5. Discussion

Identifying commonalities in the variety of arising transport solutions is critical to
enabling infrastructure adaption, both technical and organisational. Isolated solutions have
dominated the discourse on smart mobility, including only a few detached and unaligned
needs, demands, and expectations towards road infrastructure provision. Scrutinising
smart mobility literature on their use of digital technologies provides a valuable knowledge
basis for discussing implications for road infrastructure provision, including concrete
pathways for practitioners and a conceptual model for road infrastructure transformation
for further research possibilities.

5.1. Impact on Road Infrastructure Development

Despite the essential advancement, the SLR reveals that smart mobility can appear
immaturely to influence road infrastructure provision, but the recurring element of more
sustainable solutions for long-lasting unsolved road transport issues makes smart mobility
hard to ignore. On a macro level, sustainability is a common goal for road infrastructure
provision and smart mobility. On a micro level, the road infrastructure sector uses digital
technologies to optimise internal processes and coordination challenges in trying to achieve
the highest efficiency [20]. Smart mobility builds a paradigm around economic, social, and
environmental sustainability for the entire transport system as a precondition, trying to
accomplish it with digital solutions. From this perspective, smart mobility can be seen as
both a threat and a chance for the road infrastructure sector.

Investing in new physical road infrastructure means increasing the supply of road
space, increasing the modal share of cars, and suppressing smart mobility innovations,
which are not aligned with the developments described in the literature. Smart mobility
solutions allocate road space differently than conventional road transport systems [3]. The
increased effectiveness of existing road infrastructure through smart mobility solutions will
reduce the demand for (new) physical road construction. Restricted infrastructure provision
for motorised vehicles can be both a precondition and a result of this development. As an
implication of the reduced demand for road infrastructure development, more competition
in the industry may increase productivity, compensating for the decreasing volume and
revenues in the sector. Reducing investment in the physical infrastructure offers new
business areas and markets for intelligent, digital infrastructure [1]. A key enabler for smart
mobility is the increased (upfront) investment in intelligent infrastructure [1]. Consequently,
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this can be included in the road infrastructure project scope as well as the mobilisation of
ICT resources and competencies.

Smart mobility implies a contrasting approach to transport operation and planning.
Besides optimising road operations that can result in lower physical infrastructure demand,
road maintenance works are closely related to smart mobility transport operations. On a
governance level, a key issue today is balancing the total infrastructure investments with
(reduced) maintenance costs [1]. On a data management level, information about road
maintenance works is demanded as “open data” for mobility platforms [66]. Continuous
data collection and monitoring can be utilised for predictive maintenance, a key benefit
of smart mobility according to [68]. A digital twin of the road infrastructure is presented
as one solution for organising this data [103]. If this solution, as expected by [103], lowers
maintenance costs, the road infrastructure sector may have a self-interest in deployment. If
the benefits are more peripherical, such as providing mobility platform developers with
open data, incentives for deployment may be limited.

The use of digital technologies allows the broad participation of various stakeholders in
the road infrastructure planning process. The perception of building infrastructure with the
citizen/user, not only for them, and sharing the same purpose and objective has emerged
from the SLR. Modelling road infrastructure based on multiple data sources and simulating
different design options and their consequences can have the consequence of building more
appropriate infrastructure. Additionally, this may reduce the planning/engineering time
due to increased public acceptance.

Table 1 contrasts traditional road infrastructure planning and engineering approaches [104]
with those emerging from the SLR.

Table 1. Contrasting approaches to road infrastructure planning and engineering.

The Conventional Approach The Smart Mobility Approach

Physical infrastructure Digital infrastructure
Economic evaluation Social, environmental, and economic evaluation

Single, motorised vehicle All modes of transportation
Statistical traffic forecasting Scenario development, visioning

Travel time minimisation Reasonable time
Vehicle-centred User-centred

Road project delivery Data and service delivery
Project cost optimalisation Total cost optimalisation

For the user With the user

The paradigm of sustainability is important in terms of understanding the rationale
behind road infrastructure planning and engineering in smart mobility, as many existing
tools, methods, and processes cannot handle it. The major concerns over the physical
dimension, and limited views on costs, transport modes, and deliveries (ref. Table 1), need
to be addressed and replaced. Already a decade ago, [104] addressed two fundamental
principles for sustainable mobility; transport needs to be handled as a valued activity
instead of a derived demand where the value of the activity is created at the end of the
travel, and minimalising the costs of travelling by minimising travel time needs to be
balanced by “reasonable” travel times. Smart mobility finally gives concrete solutions for
this early-formulated sustainable mobility paradigm.

In the smart mobility literature, digital technology is used for linking customers and
mediating business processes that allow interactions and transactions in complex rela-
tionships among multiple stakeholders distributed in space and time. This fosters the
formation of “value networks” [105]. Construction follows a linear value chain [106],
where technology is used to transform inputs into outputs efficiently [107]. Value networks
can provide the road infrastructure sector with an alternative framework to overcome
performance challenges and initiate a transition to a people/user-centric perspective, as
shown in other sectors and industries [108]. Value networks become useful for strategic
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positioning and building competitive advantages when user-centricity and digital tech-
nology deployment occur on both the demand and the supply side [109]. The mediating
nature of value networks becomes useful to understand and agree on what to be “valued”
and rewarded in developing transportation systems [109]. The SLR reveals that smart
mobility addresses the user demand for sustainable transportation. A road infrastructure
sector aiming to participate in such a value network may need to adopt sustainability as
the most valuable performance indicator inside the entire value chain (client, contractor,
sub-contractor/suppliers).

Digital platforms are the infrastructure for a value network that moves competition
from a physical to a virtual plane [37]. Platforms can be used for projects, businesses,
or industries and sectors [110], and platform thinking in the context of construction is
emerging [111]. For road infrastructure development, a broad scope of applications is
possible. By organising road infrastructure construction through digital platforms, data
can be exchanged between project phases, different projects, supply chains, and inside the
transportation network. This can considerably simplify collaboration, reduce transaction
costs, and enable complementary innovation.

The concentration on construction efficiency has suppressed life-cycle considerations
and possible optimisations in the planning and operation of infrastructure [112]. Platforms
are a tool to pre-define and represent a physical asset and use and re-use the digital asset
from a life-cycle perspective [111]. Product platforms, mainly used for buildings [113,114],
can aid industrialisation efforts in road infrastructure developments.

Recently, the shift towards more cooperative client–supplier relationships (alliances, partnering)
can be observed, also in road infrastructure development. To overcome insufficient under-
standing of the relationship dimension in the everyday practice of the involved actors [115],
a shift in mindset towards platform thinking has been proposed [116]. As platforms are
already present in construction, they can be enlarged from a focus on engineering platforms
(mostly related to BIM) towards (re-)coordinating markets and building ecosystems and
dynamic (digital) capabilities [117], also for road infrastructure networks.

The use of digital technologies in smart mobility fosters the provision of “services”.
The results of the SLR renew the attention on servitisation in construction and its transfor-
mative pathway for the sector, which has already been highlighted over a decade ago [118].
Predictive maintenance services are described as a part of smart mobility [68] and can
be translated towards servicing the end user of road infrastructure. Using performance-
based approaches for road infrastructure construction, contractors are compelled to deal
with the end user and establish life-cycle considerations as key performance indicators
for their projects [118]. More cooperative client–supplier relationships are seen as more
suitable for shifting the mindset from products and production to a service-dominant value
understanding [116].

5.2. Pathways and Conceptual Model for the Digital Transformation of Road Infrastructure

The synthesised implications for road infrastructure development can be viewed as
pathways to create benefits for the road infrastructure sector and enable “better overall
value” (a more sustainable transport system). The implications of smart mobility for
road infrastructure development can be summarised as (1) new planning approaches,
(2) adjusted building, (3) advanced operating, (4) additional deliverables, and, most impor-
tantly, (5) organisational changes.

Pathway (1) includes new planning tools, content, principals, and participants. It
becomes obvious that the planning phase of road infrastructure that supports smart mo-
bility must include new stakeholders and actors and uses different engineering principles
and advanced planning tools that include these actors/stakeholders and principles as
well as using data and information from the entire smart mobility ecosystem. Pathway
(2) includes changes in providing physical and digital infrastructure. Smart mobility has
a clear ambition to reduce the physical infrastructure asset, which includes both more
effective use of the existing infrastructure and a reduction in new infrastructure demands.
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Smart mobility is expected to improve the lane capacity, and the road width may shrink
by a third due to AVs [12]. These reductions cannot be realised without simultaneously
providing massive digital infrastructure [1]. Pathway (3) includes predictive maintenance,
which is expected to increase the operational time of the road infrastructure while reducing
costs related to maintenance efforts and increasing the lifetime of the infrastructure as-
set [12]. Pathway (4) includes data/information (various types of road-related information)
and connectivity (V2I, 4/5G) as needing to be included as part of the delivery of road
infrastructure provision. Here, a precondition is the “commodification of data/information”
beyond a project value creation logic [20]. Finally, pathway (5) includes the appraisal of
value networks and digital platforms as the main organisational precondition for road
infrastructure to promote and participate in the smart mobility transition.

These five pathways can be used as drivers for the adjustment of the existing value
understanding. Current practices in the construction sector [20] can hamper the implemen-
tation of these pathways. Moreover, the increasing use of digital technologies for transport
solutions, the increasing availability of traffic/user data, and ongoing changes in transport
behaviour and expectations, as described in the smart mobility literature, may lead to a
broader value understanding in road infrastructure provision.

However, transforming a dominant system is a challenge for alternative approaches [119].
An important component of a socio-technical system transition is the presence of a new,
desired system design. Smart mobility is described as a socio-technical system transition [1],
and the related transformation of road infrastructure has been explored in this study. As
a path forward, this study also provides a conceptual framework for the digital transfor-
mation of road infrastructure, including a new road infrastructure system design. The
framework in Figure 5 integrates the dynamics of a socio-technical system transition [120]
with the findings of this study.
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A socio-technical system consists of three main components: (1) the socio-technical
landscape, (2) the alignment of innovations and technologies, and (3) the socio-technical
system, pre- and post-transition. The demand for greater sustainability (1) and emerging
smart mobility solutions enabled by digital technologies (2) create an opportunity for the
digital transformation of road infrastructure (3). Through changes in the value understand-
ing, by applying the five pathways for the digital transformation of road infrastructure, the
existing system, based on physical assets and linear processes/production, can be trans-
formed towards road infrastructure services, enabled by connecting supply and demand
through networks and digital platforms.

From this model, research opportunities arise related to:

1. The challenging task of aligning and strengthening smart mobility solutions techni-
cally and organisationally.
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2. The complexity of the digital transformation of a capital-intensive, long-lived physical infras-
tructure in a sector with well-established business models and value-creation processes.

3. The development of integrated digital platform ecosystems for road infrastructure provision.

Considering the current technical approach to the digital transformation of road
infrastructure provision, three organisational research questions can be formulated:

(1) How should the governance of data related to road infrastructure be organised and executed?

Empirical studies are needed to investigate in detail how road infrastructure data are
currently created, stored, and made available and address the gaps between the current
and requested situations. Successional existing conceptual models and architectures of data
orchestration need to be extended with frameworks on how they should be executed and
by whom. Ensuring better data flow and utilisation will provide a foundation for digital
transformation in the road infrastructure sector.

(2) How can value-creation paths for road infrastructure be changed?

Environmental improvements and effective, user-friendly service developments within
the broader transportation network depend on infrastructure-related changes. Infrastruc-
ture development needs to be nudged towards these changes and measured in terms of its
support for smart mobility. Studies at the organisational level of structural changes and
organisational barriers for digital transformation in the sector will add useful knowledge
and establish a basis for how digital value propositions, networks, and platforms can affect
the required changes in value-creation paths.

(3) How does road infrastructure participate in platform ecosystems?

Drawing on the research agenda for digital platforms suggested by [35], and their
question of how digital platforms transform industries, further research is needed on dig-
ital transformation in road infrastructure based on digital platforms. The conditions of
platforms need to be decomposed from something “nice to have” or, worse, threatening
profits and benefits in the existing value chain, into concepts and frameworks in which plat-
forms are a necessity to capture value. Following [35,121–124], technical and organisational
research on how platforms should be designed is needed.

6. Conclusions

Current policies and practices have not sufficiently reduced the environmental impact of
road transportation. The predominant solution to handle traffic growth and congestion is the
provision of additional physical road infrastructure assets. Smart mobility offers alternative
approaches to handling traffic growth and congestion but depends on adapted road infrastruc-
ture. This study argues that the digital transformation of road infrastructure is needed for the
transition towards a smarter—and with this, more sustainable—transport sector.

Both transport and construction have a broad research agenda towards digitalisation
and sustainability but have been widely separated. By building a knowledge base on
smart mobility, a demand-side perspective is adopted in this study as a unique approach to
scrutinising the literature on smart mobility to identify implications for road infrastructure
provision. In doing so, five pathways for road infrastructure development are proposed:
(1) new planning approaches, (2) adjusted building, (3) advanced operating, (4) additional
deliverables, and (5) organisational changes. The value proposition of sustainability is
driving the smart mobility transition and needs to be adapted by the road infrastructure
sector. This anticipates a change in the value understanding of digitalisation.

This study documents the societal and technical capacity of the smart mobility tran-
sition and develops a conceptual model for the related transformation of road infras-
tructure. Applying this model can enable infrastructure development to move from a
project-/product-based value understanding, driven by short-term industry benefits, to
a broader value understanding of providing suitable infrastructure that supports more
sustainable transport systems.
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The limitations of this study include the over- or under-representation of particular
patterns or technologies related to the SLR methodology and the selection of search terms,
databases, and exclusion/inclusion criteria.
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